
All articles can be published Open Access:

Open Access (OA) means free access to scholarly literature 
on the internet. Almost all articles can be published OA. The 
principle routes to OA are:

 o Gold Open Access means primary publication of scholarly  
writing in pure OA journals.

 o An offshoot of Gold Open Access is Hybrid Open Access, 
where articles published in subscription journals can  
optionally be made freely available for a fee.

 o Green Open Access means secondary publication or self- 
archiving of scholarly publications on institutional repositories.

Open Access obligations as a researcher:

The four research institutes support and encourage its resear-
chers to publish OA. There is no obligation to publish in a Gold 
or Hybrid OA journal. However, for each Closed Access article 
the accepted version of the article should be deposited in the  
institutional repository DORA. 

Many research funders now oblige grant recipients to provide 
OA to the published results of the research that they fund, and 
in some cases lay down very concrete guidelines for the imple-
mentation of this mandate.
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As publicly funded institutions, the four research institutes within the ETH 
Domain are committed to disseminating their research and scholarship as 
widely as possible. Lib4RI supports Open Access (OA) to the publications 
of its researchers in the firm belief that this maximizes the visibility, chances 
of usage and impact of research outputs. This Info Sheet covers the basics 
of OA and presents options to publish OA trouble-free for researchers. On 
our website, we provide you with further information on this wide topic.

Contact & help desk

How to publish your article Open Access

In person At the information desks in Birmensdorf, Dübendorf, and Villigen
Phone + 41 58 765 57 00
Email openaccess@lib4ri.ch
Web www.lib4ri.ch/open-access
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https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/deed.en
https://lib4ri.ch/open-access
mailto:openaccess%40lib4ri.ch%20?subject=%20%7C%20open%20access
https://lib4ri.ch/open-access
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How to publish your article Open Access

Apply for funding:

You supply us with the accep-
ted version of the article  

and the APC invoice. We pay 
the APC.

Publish OA without costs: 
Submit using your Eawag/Empa/PSI/
WSL affiliation and your institutional  

e-mail address. After acceptance  
your are offered to publish your article 

OA. The APCs are covered by  
our agreement with the publisher and 

you will not be billed.

Does your funder  
cover the fees?

Many research funders offer  
financial support for publicati-

ons in pure OA journals.

Submit the accepted  
version to DORA:

Publish your article Closed Access in 
the journal and make the accepted  

version of your article freely available  
in DORA.

Is the journal included in an OA agreement?
Lib4RI has agreements with many publishers that allow corresponding authors of  

Eawag, Empa, PSI & WSL to publish OA without additional costs.Is the paper eligible for funding by  
the Lib4RI OA fund?

The Lib4RI OA fund financially supports the publication of 
articles in pure OA journals.

Does the journal charge an article  
processing fee (APC)?

no

no

no

no

yes

yes

yes

yes

Is the journal Gold Open Access? Check our search box.

I want to publish Open Access!

Hybrid Open Access:

A hybrid OA journal is a subscription 
journal in which some of the articles 

are OA, typically upon payment  
of a fee.

Green Open Access :

Green OA refers to making a work pu-
blished with a publisher (Closed  

Access) available in an institutional  
or disciplinary repository.

Gold Open Access: 

refers to an OA publication in pure OA journals.
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Find out how you can publish Open Access 
in a specific journal

Use our search box to find OA information  
about a specific journal. 

Here you can see if:

a. OA publication in this journal can be  
covered by our OA Lib4RI Fund.

b. a journal is part of an agreement  
we have.

c. a journal allows for Green OA  
publishing and which options  
there are.

 

See also: https://www.lib4ri.ch/search-page/1?tab=2

a

c

b

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/deed.en
https://www.lib4ri.ch/search-page/1?tab=2
https://www.lib4ri.ch/search-page/1?tab=2


 

See also: https://www.lib4ri.ch/open-access-fund
 
See also: https://www.lib4ri.ch/open-access-agreements

Number of Publications  
Covered by the Lib4RI  
Fund in 2022 by Institute 

 27 WSL

 12 Empa

 8 Eawag

 2 PSI

Number of Publications  
Covered by the Lib4RI  
Fund in 2022 by Publisher 

 18 Copernicus

 7 Wiley

 4 Springer Nature

 4 BioMed Central

 3 PLOS

 10 other publishers

Open Access Fund

Lib4RI supports researchers at Eawag, Empa, PSI & WSL 
who are willing to publish articles in pure OA journals with  
a publishing fund to cover reasonable article processing  
charges (APCs). The fund is intended as a last resort for 
articles accepted for publication in eligible journals to  cover 
fees when funds from any other source are unavailable.

Main requirements
 o your article is accepted in a Gold OA journal and is  
published under a CC license

 o you are the corresponding author and your institutional 
(Eawag, Empa, PSI or WSL) affiliation is indicated on the 
published version

 o the article processing charges for your publication does not 
exceed 2500 CHF (excl. VAT)

 o there is no external funding (e.g. SNSF) available for 
this publication

 o only unpaid invoices can be covered by Lib4RI

Open Access Agreements

Below a short overview of agreements with publishers that 
grant OA publishing at no additional costs for corresponding 
authors affiliated with Eawag, Empa, PSI or WSL is presen-
ted. On our website you can find more details about the eligi-
ble journals and article types, discounts on offer, criteria for 
eligibility, and information on how to access them.

Main requirements
 o you are the corresponding author
 o your institutional (Eawag, Empa, PSI or WSL) affiliation is  
 indicated on the published version

 o use your Eawag/Empa/PSI/WSL e-mail address  
 when submitting your article

 o a yearly quota of eligible articles might apply, check our  
website / search box

 o articles from projects funded by SNSF might be excluded 
(applies to ACS only)

 o (no APC limit)
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Lib4RI Gold Open Access fund and Lib4RI Open Access agreements

Requirements not met?

Article type is not  
eligible

Article was submitted/
accepted outside of  
agreement period

Journal is not eligible You are not the corre-
sponding author

Yearly article quota is 
exceeded at time of 

acceptance

Other equirements  
not met

Go for Green OA

Publishers

ACS Microbiology Society

AIP Nature Research

Copernicus Oxford University Press

ECS Royal Society

Elsevier SAGE

Frontiers Springer

IEEE Taylor & Francis

IOP Publishing Trans Tech Publications

IWA Publishing Wiley

MDPI
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Elegibility of individual journals can be checked in our  
search box in the header of every web page.

#

WSL Empa Eawag PSI
#

Copernicus Wiley Springer Nature BioMed Central PLOS

https://www.lib4ri.ch/open-access-agreements
 https://www.lib4ri.ch/search-page/1?tab=2
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/deed.en
https://www.lib4ri.ch/search-page/1?tab=2


Submit the correct version of your publication to DORA

The accepted version, also called “postprint”, is the author’s  
final manuscript, after all corrections during the peer review and 
after it has been accepted for publication by the editor, but  
without the final layout of the journal. The content of the  
accepted version is identical with the content of the published 
version.

 

What is Green OA and how can you benefit from it?
Green Open Access refers to making subscription-based jour-
nal articles Open Access by uploading the peer-reviewed  
and accepted author manuscript to an institutional repository 
(such as DORA). Most publishers allow that authors archive 
the accepted version (but not the final published version) of 
journal articles in a repository and make it freely accessible  
to everyone. 

For which articles should you submit the accepted  
version to DORA?

Please submit the accepted version of your Closed Access  
articles immediately after publication to DORA. We will take  
care of the embargo period and check the publisher regulations. 
In DORA you can find an overview of journal articles (since 
2020) that are Closed Access per research unit. Clicking on 
the publication numbers results in a list of publications that are 
still Closed Access and for which you should send us the  
accepted version.

 

Steps to Green Open Access:

The team at DORA ensures 
that sharing the article  

complies with the publis-
her’s copyright policy -  

in some cases an embargo 
period may apply.

Your article is published 
Open Access in DORA.

We are doing great, can still do better!

Between 78% – 88% of all 2022 journal articles in DORA are  
already Open Access, depending on the institution. We aim to 
reach 90% for all institutes for years 2020 and forward. Help 
us to fill in the rest by sending us the accepted versions of 
your publications now!

2022 Journal Articles (in Percentages)

 
    Closed Access   Embargo   Open Access

Eawag

Empa

PSI

WSL

4

11 11

713

9

88

78

80

829

8

Published

Submitted version 
“Preprint”

Peer review 
Edit & revise

Accepted version 
“Postprint” (Submit to DORA!)

Proofs 
Copyediting & typesetting

Publish your article in a 
traditional subscription 

journal.

Submit the accepted  
version of the article to  

dora@lib4ri.ch.

For more information: https://www.lib4ri.ch/green-open-access

Find your Closed Access publications in DORA: 
https://www.dora.lib4ri.ch/
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Green Open Access in DORA
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mailto:dora%40lib4ri.ch?subject=
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